SINGAPORE A GLOBAL CITY

Where is Singapore located?

It’s composed of 63 small islands

A QUICK PRESENTATION
Singapore officially the Republic of Singapore also nicknamed Lion
City or the Garden City,

The Merlion is the symbol of Singapore, representing a combination
of a fish and a lion.

A QUICK PRESENTATION

It’s 717 Sqkm 5.5 MILLION PEOPLE SO HIGH DENSITY
NEARLY 8000!
It was colonised by the British in 1819 and became
independent in 1965

It quickly played a great part in South-east Asia by cofounding the ASEAN in 1967 and joining the “non
aligned” countries
Politically speaking it’s a republic led today by president
Tony TAN and prime minister ( 5 year term) M. Lee Hsien
Loong .

In determining whether a city can become global, size matters, of course -- because it
represents the possibility for diversity and complexity -- but it is not the only important
factor. The emerging megacities of Asia are not necessarily truly global, at least not in the
way we currently understand the term. Many if not most of today's global cities are Old
World cities that reinvented themselves. Like London and Istanbul, they already had
enormous complexity and diversity.
That's not to say that newer-world cities cannot reinvent themselves as global cities. Take
Miami, never an Old World city. Today it is certainly a global city. Why? One factor was the
infrastructure of international trade that the Cubans in Miami developed. There was also
real estate development, often spurred by wealthy individuals from South America, and the
establishment in Miami of Latin American bases for firms from Europe and Asia.
These conditions do not exist in Chinese cities. They are too government-controlled to be
equivalent to Miami. And I happen to think that some of this is good -- if it aims at
rebalancing the strong inequalities created by the current economy.(…)
Saskia Sassen and Robert S. Lynd Professor of Sociology- Columbia University, N.Y.
www.foreignpolicy.com

Let’s underline in this text what are the features of a global city
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So what is a global city?

It’s a city which concentrates high level activities which
have a worldwide influence.
These activities can be political ( UNO in NY),
commercial(Port), financial (investments) or cultural (
cinema or monuments) or all together.
It’s also well planned and well integrated in the global
economy

Let’s see what Singapore offers to answer this key
question.

I/ First feature: A MAJOR WORLD HUB
It’s very well located on the MALACCA STRAIT one of the world
major Strait
SINGAPORE IS MOSTLY KNOWN FOR ITS HUGE PORT
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Singapour Singapore is a crossroad in
the world main maritime routes

SINGAPORE’S PORT IS KNOWN AS THE KEPPEL

TERMINAL ( part of PSA port)
IT’S THE SECOND WORLD LARGEST PORT FOR
CONTAINERS AFTER SHANGHAI

BUT SINGAPORE ALSO HAS 2 HUGE AIRPORTS WHICH ADD TO ITS
ROLE AS A MAJOR HUB
The biggest is SHANGI AIRPORT and it is seen as the world best
airport for the fourth consecutive year
There are currently 3 terminals but terminal 4 will be completed
in 2018 and terminal 5 is planned for 2020
A part is built on polders

There is also SELETAR AIRPORT which first served as a RAF base in
the 1920’s until 1971.

It’s now a civilian airport which is ruled by Shangi airport but it’s
mainly used for flying clubs and training.

II/ SECOND FEATURE :A VERY WELL PLANNED CITY
Singapore has kept its heritage as a
British colony
: the lanscape testifies this: « little
India »

But it also welcomes
other Asian cultures :
Chinatown

Juxtaposition of old
« shophouses » in
Singapore’s Chinatown
with the new CBD in
the background

As a city-state the government plays a major role : Its Economic
Development Board and Urban Redevelopment Authority plays
central role

Holland village also nicknamed « little Bohemia » has become a
real temple of high consumption for foreigners but also for an
increasing high middle class

The building in the image above is the Marina Bay Sands,
an American Casino worth US$6 billion dollars

Singapore is also a green city -« gardens by the bay »
designed by the government

A huge sports complex has also been built: it’s so big that it
has been nicknamed the « sports hub »

III/ THIRD FEATURE :DEMOGRAPHY
NATIONALITY

PERCENT

INDIANS

9.1

MALAYS

13.3

CHINESE

74.3

OTHERS

3.3

It’s a cosmopolitan city… it brings cultural enrichment and
it’s a HUGE MARKET !!!
However… its population grows very fast…. And now

And ages…..

IV/ THE GROWTH TRIANGLE

The SIJORI Growth Triangle or Tringapore is a partnership
arrangement between Singapore, Johor (in Malaysia), and Riau
Islands (in Indonesia) that combines the competitive strengths of
the three areas to make the region more attractive to regional and
international investors.

Within this triangle, Singapore offers its assets in the industry (
25% of its GNP) and services ( 70% of its GNP).
Industry:

-Refenieries ( for Shell)
-Electronics ( for Toshiba, IBM, Sony, Apple)
-Textile

services:
-Port
-Tourism
-Financial place: tax haven

Singapore also offers industryspecific tax exemptions for some
businesses
-FREE ZONES

Marina bay sands: world’s most
expensive hotel

V/ A GREAT RESEARCH AND CULTURAL CENTER

1- The campus for the Singapore National Research Foundation
also known as ONE OF THE BEST RESEARCH CAMPUSES IN SOUTH
EAST ASIA

2- THE ARTS AND SCIENCES MUSEUM
OPENED IN
2011
21 GALLERIES
6000 SQUARE
METERS

3- SINGAPORE GENERAL HOSPITAL

RESULT: A WORLD CITY AN ASIAN
POWER

TIGER AN ECONOMIC

Why is Singapore is such an economic powerhouse?
BY KAREN MILDE

Singapore is the second smallest country in Asia. However, this tiny city/state is ranked
as the second most competitive country in the world according to the Global
Competitiveness Report 2012-2013 done by the World Economic Forum.
What could make Singapore such an economic powerhouse despite of its small size?
The biggest factor that contributes to its success is the government’s business-friendly
systems through its tax policy (tax exemptions to start-up companies, no tax on capital
gains in Singapore)
The other system that promotes businesses in Singapore is it’s education system a rport
in 2012-2013 rates it as the second best in the world with lots of joint programs with 29
high caliber international universities such as the Massachusetts institute of Technology
and New York University School of Law.
This effort made Singapore be able to provide individuals with skills to businesses which
require talented employees to compete in a rapidly changing global economy..
http://sbr.com.sg/economy/commentary/why-singapore-such-economicpowerhouse#sthash.nc9sTP58.dpuf ( sbr is the Singapore business review)

